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The electron cooling method was suggested by one
of the authors in the middle sixties. The original
idea of electron cooling published in 19661 is the
following: An electron beam is put into one of the
straight sections of a storage ring of heavy particles
(protons, for example). The average velocity of elec-
trons is the same as that of protons both in amount and
direction. Then, in the rest frame system, two beams
running through each other are equivalent to a two-
component plasma. If the effective electron tempera-
ture is low enough, the proton temperature will in-
crease to the electron temperature (when the multiple
scattering on the residual gas is not appreciable).
That means the angular divergence of the proton beam
ep is decreased down to the value

8P 470ee (1)
where0e is the temperature angular spread of electrons,
m is the electron mass, M is the proton mass. Similarly
an energy spread in the proton beam is

,&E A 2 (2)

Damping time is determined by the following expression
1Te \/2
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where n is the density of electrons in the laboratory
system, TI is the electron temperature in the particle
system, e and ep are the electron and proton charges
respectively, rn is the ratio between the length of the
orbit section occupied by the electron beam and its
circumference, L 20 is the Coulomb logarithm, c is
the velocity of light.

Naturally, the cooling process kinetics is more
complex. One should take into account the peculiarity
of the proton beam motion in a storage ring as well as
the effects of mistakes in lining up the average veloc-
ities of electrons and protons, the electron beam
coherent fluctuations, etc. TheZe questions have been
previously studied theoretically s, in computer simu-
lations and now experimentally.

The experiments were carried out on
installation4'5 called NAP-M (NAP is an
for "antiproton storage ring", M - model
lation is schematically shown in Fig. 1
view is given in Fig. 2.

Table I Parameters of the Storage
Proton energy
Injection energy
Harmonic number
Bending radius of magnets
Straight section length
Aperture of bending magnets:

Interaction region aperture

verti cal
radial

Table I (Continued)

Betatron wave numbers:

'Vvz
Momehtum compaction factor
Transition energy
Average pressure
Acceleration time

1.24
1.34
0.8

5 10M-"Torr
30 sec

The electron beam installation (Fig. 3,4) is lo-
cated in one of the storage ring straight sections and
has the parameters given in Table 2.

Table 2 Parameters of the Electron Beam Installation

Interaction region length
El ectron energy
El ectron current
Temperature angular spread
Energy stability
Longitudinal magnetic field

l m
up to 100 keV
up to l A

2.10-3
2 l0-4

1 kG

Formation of the intense beam with the small transverse
velocities was performed with the special three elec-
trode gun placed into an homogeneous longitudinal mag-
netic field6. The electron energy recovering is used.
In the installation the collector potential is higher
than the cathode potential by 1-2 kV. The use of elec-
tron energy recovering is especially important for the
high energy region.

Typical experimental conditions and the best pre-
vious results are given in Table 3.

Table 3 Typical Conditions of the Experiment and
Main Results

p 50 MeV; 50 p A
e 27 keV 0.l A

Electron beam temperature 0.2 eV
Temperature angular spread 2.10-3
Damping time of protons 3 sec
The proton beam equilibrium dimension 1 mm
The proton beam equilibrium angular spread +5*5.lO5
Proton beam momentum spread 104
Proton beam lifetime with electron cooling 5000 secwithout electron cooling 900 sec

The electron beam temDerature was calculated from the* 1.w -, . % JII W_ W. A. 1. v%, Wk-lk .' v_ %A . %AI - TVV .2 %, %A IL 1,* -%A IIVill W..;I -

damping time and proton beam equilibrium dimension val-the special ues independently. In the experiments described, the
abbreviation rf system was switched off after acceleration and pro-
). ite instarl tons drifted in the constant magnetic field of the
and its general storage ring. After acceleration, the longitudinal

magnetic field and the cathode heating of the electron
Ring NAP M beam installation is switched on. It was found that
RingNAP-M the lifetime of protons is substantially increased in

up to 150 MeV the presence of the electron beam with its optimum
1.5 MeV energy. The time dependence of the proton current is
l shown in Fig. 5. Electron losses are due to their
3 m scattering on the residual gas. Just after acceleration
7.1 m the proton beam dimensions are small enough and the pro-
7 cm ton losses are due to single scattering. Some time

10 cm later the multiple Coulomb scattering makes the beam
6 cm dimensions increase up to the aperture dimension and
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the particle losses increase by a factor of the Cou-
lontlogarithm (in our case by a factor of 5). However,
if the electron beam is switched on, the multiple scat-
tering is suppressed and the equilibrium dimension is
achieved. The lifetime being determined, as initially,
by a single scattering.

Several methods were used for measurements of the
proton beam dimensions. At present the most convenient
way is that using the magnesium thin jet. The jet
crosses the proton beam and the secondary electrons
are collected by an electrostatic field and registered
by the scintillation screen and photomultiplier. In
the experiments the jet with its transversal dimen-
sions 1 x 20mm moved vertically and the large dimen-
sion of the "band" was oriented along the beam direc-
tion, the magnesium vapour pressure in the jet being
06Torr. The signal is proportional to the proton

vertical dimension about 1 mm as shown in Fig. 6. If
now one switches the electron beam off, then in a
large enough time the peak is "diffused" so that the
small remaining signal corresponds to an enlarged
proton beam. At repeated switching on of the electron
beam the same peak reappears, i.e. protons are damped
to 1 mm (in a time needed for cooling).

Using the method described one can obtain the tine
dependence for the proton beam current density at the
certain vertical coordinate. Fig. 7 shows the oscil-
loscope traces of the beam density with time in the
beam center after the inflector kick. The signal
level at point 1 corresponds to increased dimensions
of the beam and region 2 shows the beam compression
and the particle density increase in the center of the
beam, point 3 is the signal level out of the beam.

All the effects connected with the beam cooling
can be observed only on the condition that the proton
velocities after acceleration differ from the electron
velocities in magnitude by not more than 110-3. The
cooling process has certainly a lot of detail but it is
impossible to describe them in this paper. Their de-
scription will be published later.

A few remarks on the possible application of elec-
tron cooling.

Naturally, the most important possibility arising
now is the accumulation of intense and compressed anti-
proton beam for various purposes. It is possible to
enumerate.several classes of experiments in physics in
which performance possibilities appeared with the suc-
cessful test of electron cooling (Table 4).

1. The proton-antiproton interaction study in the
range of high and super high energies with colliding
beams of high luminocity7.

2. The use of high monochromaticity of cooled
proton and antiproton beams for investigation of narrow
resonances (i type).

3. Spectrometric experiments on super thin inner
targets with the cooled beams of heavy particles.

4. The antiproton beams accumulating with inten-
sity high enough in the region of low energies (on the
order of several MeV). In this case it becomes feas-
ible to investigate (in pure conditions) the proton-
antiproton bound state (protonium). High efficiency
transformation of 100% of antiprotons into protonium
can be obtained by putting together the antiproton beam
and the beam of hydrogen atoms travelling parallel to
the antiproton beam with the same average velocity.

5. It is also possible to generate antihydrogen
atom formation by recombination of antiprotons with
positrons. The latter idea seems to be quite capable
of realization at present. The neutral hydrogen pro-
duction in NAP-M at recombination of protons with cool-
ing electrOns is about 10- .

Table 4 Possible Applications of Electron Cooling

1. p-p - high energies, high luminocity;

2. p-p - high monochromaticity,
resonances (T type);

3. Spectometric experiments
with inner targets

4. A study of proton-antiproton
bound state in experiments
with antiprotons of low
energies (on the order of H.
several MeV);

5. Antihydrogen generation in
experiments with antiprotons
of low energy.

Indeed, there are also some other possible electron
cooling applications.
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Fig. 1 - The NAP-M storage ring layout.

Fig. 2 - General view of storage ring NAP-M

Fig. 3 - The electron beam installation layout:
1-electron gun, 2 anodes, 3-solenoid coils,
4-electron beam bending region, 5-interac-

_p ._G_
--D pH- action region, 6-vacuum chamber, 7-collec-

tor, 8-vacuum pumps, 9-correction magnets.
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Fig. 4 - General view of the electron beam installation.
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Fig. 5 - Time dependence for the proton current.
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6a - proton beam just after acceleration, electron 6c - preliminary cooled proton beam in 200 sec after

beam switching on; electron beam switching off;

6b - proton beam in 10 sec after electron beam
switching on;

6d - beam (Fig. c) after the electron beam repeated
switching on in 10 sec. Scale 1 mm/Division.

Fig. 6 - Oscilloscope trace of the vertical distribution of protons:

Fig. 7 - Oscilloscope trace of the density change with

time in the center of the proton beam:

1-beam dimension is enlarged by the inflector
kick;

2-beam compression during cooling;
3-signal level out of the beam. Scanning

time 2 sec/cm.
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